Opposing effects of nitric oxide on different connexins expressed in the vascular system.
Gap junctions--clusters of intercellular channels built by connexins (Cx)--are thought to be important for vascular cell functions such as differentiation, control of tone, or growth. In the vascular system, gap junctions can be formed by four different connexins (Cx37, Cx40, Cx43 and Cx45). The permeability of these connexin-formed gap junctions determines the amount of intercellular coupling and can be modulated by several vasoactive substances such as prostacyclin or nitric oxide (NO). We demonstrate here that NO has specific effects on certain connexins. Using two different techniques--injection of a fluorescent dye in single cells as well as detection of the de novo formation of gap junctions by a flow cytometry based technique--we found that NO decreases the functional coupling in Cx37 containing gap junctions whereas it increases the de novo formation of gap junctions containing Cx40. We conclude that NO, in addition to its known vasomotor effects, has a novel role in controlling intercellular coupling resulting in opposing effects depending on the specific connexin expressed in the cells.